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ABSTRACT
Wireless sensor network is built of “nodes” from a few to several hundreds or even thousands, where
each node is connected to one (or several sensors). So far, more research has focused on making sensor
networks for feasible and useful, but not concentrated on security. In order to provide security for the
transmitted data between the nodes several layers of security schemes have been involved. Here four tiers
security model has been proposed in order to protect the data transferred between sink and other sensor
nodes through the access points. The existing key pre-distribution in three tier security which involves static
and mobile polynomial where initiating sensor nodes through stationary access nodes so that an attacker can
easily identify maximum number of keys to misuse the nodes. Hence by enhancing the existing three tier
scheme by adding fourth tier called watcher node in order to evaluate the individual nodes performance and it
detects link path. Hence the data will be transferred between the nodes without any change made by an
attacker.
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INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks can be defined as a self- configured and infrastructure-less wireless networks.
It will monitor the whole set up by passing their data through the network to a sink where the data can be
analyzed and verified. A sink and base station acts like an interface between users and networks. It contains
several hundreds or thousands of nodes to transmit the data to other nodes in order to reach sink. Hence
while the nodes are transmitting data the attacker can modify the data by altering the keys in existing system.
Because of that modification of keys data will not be secure[1]. Hence in our idea a fourth tier called watcher
node to identify the link path is added. Four tier security system contains four stages:


Sensors are the first stage of four tier security. Here data will be sent by initiating this process. The
information is passed to next stage which is nothing but access point. When the data collected by the
access point it will ask for key verification. Then it will be checked and proceed to next stage.



Access Point. Information collected in access point will proceed to next stage which is watcher node.
Here it will ask for key. The key will be generated randomly. Sink will request the messages from
sensors. Each node while transmitting, random key will be generated.



Watcher node. Here link path will be identified before reaching to sink. Misbehavior of nodes can be
identified. By using the key pre-distribution the network can be build. All data collected from the
previous stages will be finally verify and give to sink. Data loss will be avoided on comparing to
existing system. Checking other sensor nodes will avoid traffic and delay.



Sink. Information got from previous states will finally reach to main location. Here it will be receive
securely. Without any delay information will be receive in high secure manner. So that attacker



cannot take chance of modifying data.

THREE TIER SECURITY

Fig.1:

(a) Direct path

(b) Indirect path

- Sink
- Access point
- Sensor node
In existing system authentication and polynomial based probabilities were used. The polynomial
consists of static and mobile polynomial. The sink will ask for the message to send from below stages. It will
have the sensor nodes which are previously chosen called stationary access nodes. The information will pass
via these stationary access nodes through the key. Direct key and indirect key discovery through stationary
access nodes takes place. Then the requested data which is asked by sink will be transfer via these nodes. By
usage of the two key pools which is carrying keys where it involves there is no replication attack. Each node
picks up the key from key pool with unique id. It will share at least one common key with their unique id.
Polynomial based scheme decreases the pre-distributed information. It utilizes many shares of different forms.
The path key between sensor nodes do not have direct path and connected by two or more links. Various
probabilities of nodes were calculated both in static and mobile polynomial between the sensor and access
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nodes versus size. The security approaches make more resilient to mobile sink replication attack in the case of
three tiers [2]. On comparing to single polynomial key pool based scheme. On the basis of static and mobile
polynomial they conclude about the compromising of mobile polynomials with the access nodes when the
nodes are captured. On randomly picking the key polynomials it declare that direct key and indirect key path
with the access nodes. The limited energy supply will leads to that every node whether fully involved is not
applicable. In this system hash chain algorithm were used. This algorithm uses a one -time key password. It
calculates the hash values for every data. It is mainly improving the authentication between sensor nodes by
using hash chain algorithm. So that lifetime of key will get lost. .Hence they conclude that there is no possible
of third person to alter the data [3]. Data loss will be more so that lifetime of the network will get degraded.
Hence the drop tail will be more. This data loss and information which wants to send in secure manner which
will be solve by improving the security strength in enhancing three tier securities by adding fourth stage which
is called watcher node.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this proposed system steps have been improved for sending the data in secure manner. So that
packet delivery will be successful as compared to existing system. Data loss will be avoided. This will be happen
by adding another stage called watcher node. Before data reaching sink the misbehavior of nodes will be
identify and solve. Using random keys data will be passing from one node to another. If a mobile node wants
to send data to sink first it has to communicate the watcher node that examines the sensor node and evaluates
its trust, then only sensor node will be allowed for transmission which further improves the security of the
network [4]. The time will be allocated by watcher node for sending and receiving nodes. Within the specific
time if the node does not reach, misbehavior of nodes takes place. Data alteration has been done can be
concluded. Malfunction of the nodes will be detect and solve. Hence in proposed work different types of plot
will be design. Throughput versus number of nodes will be plot. This throughput will declare about the
message delivery in secure way. Packet loss can be overcome by comparing existing. It will compare in both
existing and proposed. The plot between power and number of nodes has been takes place. This plot will
conclude about the power consumption of the nodes. In proposed system power consumption has been less as
compared to three tiers. Time taken for distribution of keys in existing and proposed also will be takes place.
Keys will not be loss due to the random keys selection. Efficiency versus number of nodes will be plot. The
efficiency will declare about how much the packets sending fast in a manner. The watcher node between
nodes will check for link verification. If the data will not pass through the link means it will discover the new
route for transmission. Using AODV protocol the link can be verified and route will be generated as per link.
The watcher node will activate the path whether the data will be facing any traffic problem and solve this issue
with link verification.

SINK

WATCHER NODE

ACCESS POINT

SENSOR NODES

Fig 2: Four tier security
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KEY DISCOVERY
Since in three tier process using the key pools technique such as q-composite key and random pair
wise key to improve the security but the pair wise key establishment does not solve. So in four tier security this
problem has been solved. Key discovery between the sensor node and access point is the pair wise key
establishment [5]. Access point asks for password verification via key establishment. Here the nodes between
12 and 9 is the data between sensor nodes and access point key discovered takes place it as shown in figure.
Till the sink, keys generated via the different nodes and watcher node monitor and verify.

FIG 3: KEY EXCHANGE BETWEEN THE NODES
FLOW OF DATA
The flow of data will be explained as the following diagram in which for each sensor node how they are
communicating with each other for sending and receiving data till it reach the sink.
Transmission between the nodes which is the flow of data in which each data flow will leads to a set of
verification and pair wise key management which have to denote. From the sensor node the authentication
which have to ask for message whether the data can flow to another stage [6]. It includes pair wise key
exchange between the data flows. The access point asks for password verification to determine whether the
data which is send from sensor node. Then the watcher will monitor all data which have to pass to the sink.
Finally the monitored data will send to the sink in secure manner. Each time the sensor node will communicate
via this process for successful transmission and receiving the messages where it is coordinating with each node
in each block.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The following windows will represent about the data collection from sensor nodes to sink.
Sensor node collection
The data which is collecting in sensor nodes which have to send to access point. Hence the collection
of sensor nodes will be consists of 25 nodes. Each stage has different nodes. When the data sent from node 12
to node 9, data will be transferred without any loss with the key exchange between them [7]. The random pair
wise key will generate the keys and verified by the access point then proceed to access point. In proposed
system data loss will be avoided and data will not be resent to the base station by initiating the sensor nodes
with the help of stationary access nodes and start to work through the process. Key establishment will be leads
to successful transmission of message to access point. Sensors which are used as low power and low cost are
enabled with form of transmission .Nodes will be authenticated before the data transmission. Then it will
encrypt the data and finally decrypt will takes place.
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Fig 5: Data collection in sensor nodes
Access point collection

Fig 6: Data collection in access point
The data collected from sensor nodes which will send to access point. The access point will send
information to watcher node. Here also between the nodes key will be verified [8]. Here the sink will ask for
the message to send and the sensor nodes will initiate this process via stationary access nodes. Then it will
proceed to watcher node.
Watcher node collection

The watcher node will get the data from access point will be check for link verification and also
generate the keys to verify the password [9]. And also it will monitor the sensor nodes to send data in no
traffic manner. Hence it will reduce the energy consumption in base station during long distance when the
data transmit.
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Fig 7: Data collection in watcher
Destination

Hence the data collected in sink through watcher node will be secure in manner. Finally the data
reach on the destination will not lost and hence on comparing to existing the throughput will be more and
energy also save during this process [10]. And it will be use in all applications such as monitoring the
different areas in hazardous environment.

Fig 8: Data collection in sink
Energy versus time
The following figure shows the overall energy in both existing and proposed system. On comparing to
existing energy save and leads to reduce the retransmission and packet loss [11]. Here in this energy plot the
residual energy has been calculated. The residual energy of average values can be plotted. The average value
of residual energy of all nodes of transmission can be plotted. The time will be varying in milliseconds. The
point which marked in the graph is the data flow during transmission which is the average residual energy
value. So that energy will be save using four tier security. The watcher will save the energy and the base station
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will not lose the data. The work of base station will be less as compared to existing system.

Fig 9: Energy vs. time
Throughput versus time
The plot between throughput and time has compared in existing and proposed. On comparing to
existing throughput has been increased in proposed. Delivery of messages will be fast and secure on comparing
to three tier. Due to this packet retransmission will be eradicate [12]. Since the watcher monitoring the nodes
and verifying any data alteration will leads to the success of delivering messages. The difference between the
sending and receiving packets is the throughput value.

Fig 10: Throughput vs. time
Packet delivery ratio versus time
The total ratio of packet successfully delivered is called packet delivery ratio. The data flow will be in
successful manner [13]. All data will have their unique packet identification for delivering the message with
respect to the link availability.
The plot between PDR (Packet delivery ratio) and time will conclude that delivering the packets in an
efficient manner. The overall efficiency of the network will increase on comparing to three tier [14].
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Fig 11: PDR vs. time

Tiers
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e
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0.971

E99.999819

Four

97

0.984

E99.999919

Table.1. Comparison of three tier and four tier on the basis of performance
The performance of three tier and four tier were compared here. Hence on comparing throughput
will be better than three tier. The packet delivery ratio also improved and overall efficiency also well
increase on the basis of packets transmission [15]. The overall energy values also mentioned here about the
saving in four tier security system as well.
CONCLUSION
In this paper four tier security has been proposed to improve the security levels in different
applications. Using the pair wise key and authentication between the sink and sensor nodes well established.
Hence using watcher node the performance improved on comparing to three tier and protect against the
replication attacks. It leads to improving authentication between the sensor nodes and access point. Also
network performance enhanced by minimizing energy consumption and packet transfer rate at node level.
Comparison of different parameters has been done. The throughput will be more on comparing to three tier.
The residual energy is more than existing. Due to this delay gets reduced in four tier security compared to
existing. Packet delivery ratio will be successful in terms of efficiency on comparing to three tier will be more.
The simulations which were used here ns2.32. Minimizing the overheads in key generation and verification will
be directed towards future work. The proposed technique will increase security level by solving the issues
related to keys. The related work will be identifying misbehavior of nodes with random key process towards
future work.
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